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Disclaimer:  The following are unofficial notes which have not been read by or approved by the 

speaker. 

 

Points of discussion: 

I. In the last 10 years, there have been three major innovations in lower extremity bracing: 

1) use of new materials to decrease weight and increase strength of supports. 

2) "stance control"/knee extension assist designs 

3) use of new materials (carbon composite) and custom engineering for true triplanar 

control in coronal (frontal), sagittal, and transverse (rotational) planes. 

II. The need for new designs is related to the disadvantages of a locked KAFO, which are: 

1) high energy expenditure = decreased activity levels 

2) induces gait deviations (circumduction, vaulting, etc.) 

3) uneven stride length 

4) functionally longer affected limb 

5) secondary medical/biomechanical complications due to compensatory motions and 

excessive "wear and tear" of joints on contralateral limb, foot, knee, hip and trunk. 

III. Advantages of a "stance control" orthosis are: 

1) knee flexion during swing phase of gait 

2) stability during stance 

3) reductions of gait deviations = less compensatory motions and less 

medical/biomechanical complications 

4) smooth transition to unaffected limb 

5) the hand is not needed to unlock the knee joint prior to sitting 

IV. Disadvantages of a "stance control" orthosis: 

1) some brands have increased size of components, which may increase weight and 

projected mass on medial and/or lateral uprights 
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2) increased fabrication time due to the complexity of the components 

3) increased cost and may not be covered by the patient's insurance 

4) nearly all require gait training with new device to use correctly and achieve maximum 

benefit 

V. Minimum requirement for most stance control braces: 

1) patient must have some ability to get affected foot in front of contralateral leg 

2) must have ability to extend knee on affected side -- can be accomplished from gastroc, 

hamstrings or body weight shift. (Ideal is at least 3/5 hip flexion and 3/5 hip extension) 

3) must have passive range of motion of ankle (can be as little as 5 to 10 degrees) 

VI. Categories of design(s) 

1) preloaded spring in upright of knee joint which resists knee flexion (Becker LR-9200) 

2) electronic: computer controlled with sensors in footplate to identify when weight applied 

to footplate and lock the knee and to unlock knee when weight is released (Becker E 

knee) 

3) gas spring pushes knee into full extension at heel strike. Allows passive knee flexion 

during swing (Becker G knee) 

4) cable from ankle joint to knee joint that unlocks knee joint as the ankle dorsiflexes at end 

of stance (Becker UTX and OttoBock Free Walk) 

5) internal pendulum mechanism locks and unlocks knee depending on angle of joint in a 

sagittal plane. Locks just prior to heel strike and unlocks at heel off (Fillauer) 

6) Cams block knee flexion at any degree on heel strike; free motion during swing phase 

(Horton Stance Control) 

7) triplanar control with knee flexion controlled by floor reaction forces applied anteriorly 

through pretibial shell and energy stored in the upright as it is "loaded" during stance 

and forward motion of trunk over footplate that extends beyond toes is then used to 

propel leg forward at toe off (Dynamic Bracing Solutions) 
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